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ANYONE EXCEPT NPP-NDC:
Fighters Welcomes

Movement For Change-National Interest Movement
Alliance

The Economic Fighters league has observed the unfolding
developments in recent times as key members of the political
status quo defect to form Movements and alliances with other
political movements against the corrupt NPP-NDC dominated
regime.

In this regard, we welcome the alliance between the National
Interest Movement led by Dr. Abu Sakara and Alan
Kyerematen's Movement for Change, against the duopoly
going into the 2024 elections.

In our quest for inevitable but necessary change, we must
recognize that our strength lies in our ability to come together,
united in purpose and solidarity.

Joining forces is not merely an option; it is a necessity if we are
to overcome the seemingly entrenched corrupt cabal of the
duopoly and to create a lasting impact in our communities and
nation.

Solidarity and collaboration are the cornerstones upon which
any movement for change is built, and they are the keys to
unlocking our collective potential.

As we join forces in solidarity and collaboration, let us
remember that change is not a solitary endeavour but a
collective journey. Let us embrace diversity, celebrate our
shared humanity, and work together with passion,
determination, and hope. And let us never underestimate the
power of unity to transform our communities, our nation, and
our world at large.

Our press release issued on 2nd April 2024 encourages all
Ghanaians to organise and establish such alliances with
Movements against the duopoly.

The defeat of the duopoly in the upcoming election is our last
opportunity to rescue and rebuild our nation for our children
and generations unborn.



Youth of Ghana, it is time for us all to get involved. There's
victory for us.

Revolutionary Regards,
Central Command
Economic Fighters League
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